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A fundamental question

How to balance the particular behavior of the 
individual ...

... with the optimal outcome of the group?



 

 

Cooperation is at odds with the very idea of 

natural selection

Why should and individual carry out the 

cost of helping others?

  

Cooperation is at odds with the very idea of 
natural selection

Why should and individual carry out the 
cost of helping others?



  

Game theory describe evolutionary dynamics

- what strategies are in a population?, and at what 
frequencies?,

- arose in the mid-20th century with work of Von Neumann, 
Morgenstern and Nash,

- initial applications  → economics and war!(cold war 
scenarios),

- in evolutionary theory: Lewontin, Maynard Smith and 
Price.
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Game theory describe evolutionary dynamics

- what strategies are in a population?, and at what 

frequencies?,

- arose in the mid-20th century with work of Von Neumann, 

Morgenstern and Nash,

- initial applications  → economics and war!(cold war 

scenarios),
- in evolutionary theory: Lewontin, Maynard Smith and 

Price.

 

 

The repeated prisoner's dilemma

There are now infinite strategies!

Axelrod's tournament

Tit-for-tat (TFT) 
 Cooperate in 1

→

st
 encounter, then do 

  what the opponent did in the previous 

  encounter,

Pavlov (win-stay, lose-shift) 
 Pavlov remembers how well

→

it faired in the previous encounter,

Ability to remember 
 TFT requires less than Pavlov

→

R Axelrod

The evolution of cooperation

Revised Edition, Perseus



imagine a situation in which individuals 
contribute to a public good (or make use of a 
public good resource)

The Tragedy of the commons (found in every 
major transition in Evolution): the optimal 
behavior of the individual does not correspond 
to that of the group

every-day examples: CO2 pollution, tropical 
deforestation, climate change, ...

The public goods dilemma (PGD)



PGD are also found in bacteria



one individual bacterium might not 
‘feel’ to cooperate: the ‘cheater’

cheaters benefit from the PG but pay no cost!



let’s get more specific
JS Chuang et al Science 323,272(2009)



let’s get more specific

+Cm

+Cm
+Auto

producer growth is density dependent (bigger 
dilution --> less bacteria --> less PG)

AUTOinducer is limiting

+ antibiotic!



producer grow faster than non-producers 
(cheaters); starting from same initial density

let’s get more specific



non-producers win in any mixture of 
non-producers and producers ... ...

with different initial proportions of producers by
mixing equal volumes of these cultures and then
determining the composition with flow cytome-
try. As predicted by straightforward calculations
(Fig. 1) based on the data obtained for the growth
of independent mixtures (Fig. 2A), the global
proportion of producers increased relative to its
initial value (Fig. 2B), despite the fact that within
each mixture, producers did not increase in pro-
portion (Fig. 2A). These results are an illustra-
tion of Simpson's paradox in growing microbial
populations.

The question of the maintenance of producers
has also been addressed in studies of bacterial
quorum-sensingmutants (16) and siderophore non-
producers (12) using simplified laboratory condi-
tions and quantitative measurements. However,
in our experiments, there is no direct benefit of
being a producer, specifically, no negative frequen-
cy dependence (Dpi > 0 for lower values of pi).
More importantly, producers and nonproducers
are grown here as nonclonal mixtures under se-
lective conditions in which the public good con-
fers an advantage to nonproducers [in contrast,
see (18)].

The conditions for observing Simpson's para-
dox are not only based on the properties of the two
strains. First, the time scale of the antibiotic selec-
tion phase is important; if cultures are allowed to
reach stationary phase, those differing greatly in
producer proportion (e.g., 20% compared with
80%) will have comparable group sizes, thus pre-
venting Simpson’s paradox fromoccurring. Second,
Simpson’s paradox also depends on the variance of
initial group composition. Thus, long-term mainte-
nance of producers requires an ecological process
that enables repeated formation of new groups
with a sufficiently large composition variance (1).
The degree of dispersal can be controlled by vary-
ing the “spatial scale of competition” (6), that is,
the degree to which the groups are mixed at each
step. From this point of view, Simpson’s paradox
corresponds to the observation that “global com-
petition” (complete mixing) may have an effect
opposite to “local competition” (no mixing).

Notably, a simple possible mechanism for
generating sufficiently large composition variance
is an extreme dilution of the group populations
(1, 2). Such Poisson dilution gave rise to stochastic
fluctuations of group compositions with sufficient-

ly large variances to generate Simpson’s paradox.
We diluted a 50:50 mixture of producers and
nonproducers into 288wells (three 96-well plates),
so that the number of founder cells in these groups
was Poisson-distributed with a mean l (estimated
by counting the number of wells with no cells). As
before, all founding groups of bacteria were first
grown in the absence of antibiotic and then diluted
into the antibiotic-containingmedium for 12 hours
at 30°C. The 288 wells were subsequently pooled
together, and the overall proportion of producers
was measured. Figure 3A shows the change in
producer proportion in a single round: For small
enough l, the generated variance was sufficient to
reach the Simpson's paradox regime.

Subsequently, we tested whether this process
could be iterated over several rounds, starting
with a 10% producer mixture. After each round,
the Poisson dilution–antibiotic selection protocol
was repeatedwith use of the pooled population as
the new starting mixture for the next round; as a
result the overall proportion of producers in-
creased over several consecutive rounds to >95%
producers (Fig. 3B). The stochastic fluctuations
constitute, therefore, a possible mechanism for
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Fig. 2. Simpson’s paradox observed in a synthetic microbial system. (A)
Growth and competition of rhl-catLVA producers and nonproducers in
antibiotic-containing media (6.25 mg/ml of Cm). Different colors repre-
sent 21 different trials. In each trial, subpopulations containing producers
and nonproducers mixed in 12 different proportions [about 0, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 100% (vol/vol) producers] were first grown
in the absence of Cm and then diluted 1/100 into Cm at time 0. (Top) Before
dilution, initial producer proportions (pi) for each subpopulation i were
determined. After 12 to 13 hours at 30°C, the normalized growth wi (y axis)
and the final producer proportion ( pi! ) of each mixture were measured. The
x component of each vector represents the change from pi to pi!. (Bottom)
The same data are plotted to show the change in producer proportion (Dpi)
as a function of pi. Note that Dpi is close to zero when pi is very small
because of the low overall growth of those subpopulations. Also, Dpi is
zero when pi = 1 because those cultures are pure producer populations.

The curved arrows joining purple points and individual test tubes depict how the 10 nonpure subpopulations from each trial were pooled to form the
global populations (10-well pools) in (B). (B) Simpson’s paradox satisfied by rhl-catLVA producers and nonproducers. Initial (p ) and final (p! ) global
proportions of producers were determined in 19 of the 21 trials from (A) (the first two trials were not measured at a global level). Each vector plots the
change from p to p! (mean change = 0.105, SD = 0.011, n = 19). Colors indicate the correspondence between each trial of subpopulations in (A) (leftward
vectors) and each global pool in (B) (rightward vectors). Square symbols show predicted p! values calculated by using the data from individual subpopulations of (A).
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... but total proportion of producers 
grows overall !·$%·!??



population of n individuals

                  p                        1-p 

producers generate PG with efficiency r at cost c

consider a simple model



consider a simple model

Some numbers   n = 100, p = 1/2, W0 = 10,  r = 5, c = 1

WP = 11.47 > W0

WnP = 12.53 > W0

Offspring n’ = n [p WP + (1-p) WnP]= 1200

              p’ = npWP/n’ = 0.478 

                    DECLINE OF PRODUCERS!

WP = W0 + rc (np - 1)/(n-1) - c

WnP = W0 + rcnp/(n-1)



but say we have two groups

SIMPSON’s paradox



it’s all about 1) structure, 2) variance and 3) 
differential contribution

and some with lower fractions of producers. As
each of these subpopulations grows, its fraction
of producers falls. Yet, it is possible for the over-
all fraction of producers to rise. This phenome-
non, usually analyzed in terms of kin selection or
group selection (3), can be distilled into an ele-
mentary mathematical feature known as Simpson's
paradox (5, 19, 20) (Fig. 1). Because the global
producer proportion is a weighted sum of the
subpopulation proportions,when there is sufficient
covariance between growth rate of a subpopu-
lation and its fraction of producers, a counter-
intuitive behavior of the whole population can be
observed: Producers increase overall.

A similar situationmay arise in natural micro-
bial systems (7, 8, 13), but the effects associated
with population heterogeneities are difficult there
to assess quantitatively. In addition, in natural sys-
tems, evolutionary pressures may have selected
for genetic backgrounds that limit the spread of
nonproducer mutants and ensure that producers
have the growth advantage (11). We have taken a
synthetic approach (21–25), which circumvents
the difficulties of quantifying the interactions in
natural populations. Having no evolutionary his-
tory, a synthetic system can furthermore be engi-

neered to minimize pleiotropic effects, enabling
measurement and control of other parameters.

We constructed two Escherichia coli strains
that recapitulate the interaction of producers and
nonproducers (26) (fig. S1). The common good
in this system is a membrane-permeable (27) Rhl
autoinducer molecule (fig. S1), rewired to activate
antibiotic (chloramphenicol; Cm) resistance gene
expression. Otherwise isogenic, green fluorescent
protein (GFP)–marked producers synthesize the
Rhl autoinducer constitutively, whereas nonfluo-
rescent nonproducers do not. The system, denoted
rhl-catLVA (fig. S1), exhibited the expected proper-
ties for public-good producers and nonproducers.
First, in antibiotic-containingmedia, producers grew
in a density-dependent manner (fig. S2, left) that
was abolished when a synthetic autoinducer was
exogenously supplied (fig. S2, right), indicating that
autoinducer production was limiting. Second, when
started from the same initial density, pure cultures
of nonproducers grew slower than pure cultures
of producers in antibiotic (fig. S3). However, ad-
dition of either synthetic autoinducer or cell-free
conditioned medium (containing autoinducer made
by producers) increased nonproducer growth in
antibiotic-containing media (fig. S3).

When cultures containing preincubated mix-
tures of producers and nonproducers were diluted
into antibiotic-containing medium, both the rela-
tive growth of the two strains within a mixture
and the growth of the whole mixture depended
on the initial proportion of producers (Fig. 2A).
In our system, nonproducers proliferated faster
than producers within each mixture, indepen-
dently of the initial composition, as verified by
flow cytometry (Fig. 2A). The slower growth of
producers can be attributed to the cost of produc-
tion of the autoinducer, together with the linked
GFP reporter. Furthermore, cultures with a higher
proportion of producers grew to larger population
sizes during the course of the selection phase (12
to 13 hours, 30°C) in antibiotic, and ending sub-
population size was strongly correlated with the
initial producer proportion (r = 0.988 in 21 trials).

The relative growth advantage of nonpro-
ducers versus producers within a mixture, com-
bined with the observed correlation between the
overall growth of a mixture and the initial propor-
tion of producers, implied that a situation de-
scribed by Simpson's paradox could be observed
(Fig. 1). To test this, we measured the global pro-
portion of producers in the 10 nonpure cultures

Fig. 1. Principle of Simp-
son’s paradox. Simpson’s
paradox (5, 19, 20) refers to
a situation in which several
groups, composed of two
types of elements, P and
NP, evolve so that the pro-
portion of P elements de-
creases within each group
but nevertheless increases in
average overall. The right
side shows the evolution of
three hypothetical subpopu-
lations represented by pie
charts of P (green) and NP
(white) slices; the initial and
final subpopulations are
connected by solid black
arrows. The left side shows
the corresponding compo-
sition of the initial and final
global population formed by
these three subpopulations
(dotted lines). As a whole,
the figure illustrates the par-
adox of P decreasing in each
subpopulation (Dpi < 0 for
every group i ) but increasing
overall (Dp > 0). This “para-
dox” is a purely statistical
effect, based on the fact that
the global proportion of P is
a group size–weighted av-
erage that differs from the
nonweighted average. In general, if we start from n groups of equal sizes and
proportions pi of P (i = 1,…, n), whether Simpson’s paradox is observed
depends on the changes in proportion of P within each group, Dpi, and on the
overall growth of each group, wi. The global variation of the proportion of P,
Dp, satisfies (29) !wi"Dp = cov(wi,pi) + !wiDpi", where !:" denotes a non-

weighted average over the groups, !xi" = (!xi)/n, and cov(wi,pi) =
!wipi" " !wi"!pi" represents the covariance between wi and pi. Simpson’s
paradox corresponds to having Dpi < 0 for all groups i, but Dp > 0 globally,
and requires sufficient correlation between wi and pi, viz, cov(wi,pi) >
"!wiDpi".

GLOBAL POPULATION

p
p' 
!p

n

—  initial global proportion of P
—  final global proportion of P
—  change in global proportion of P
 i.e.  !p = p' - p
—  number of subpopulations
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Designing

sustainable

communitie
s



imagine that PG is critical for growth 
of a structured population

Plasticity facilitates sustainable growth in the
commons
Matteo Cavaliere ! and Juan F. Poyatos !

!Logic of Genomic Systems Laboratory, Spanish National Biotechnology Centre, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cient́ıficas (CSIC), Madrid, Spain

Submitted to Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America

Complex communities often need to compensate the particular use
of basic resources by their members with the task of achieving a sus-
tainable growth of the collective. In many situations, members con-
tribute individually to these resources that then appear both common
and critical to grow. Individuals that make use of the shared goods
at no cost, i.e., free riders, could in this context threaten growth and
drive population extinctions. Here, we identify the type of strategies
that members of a community should adopt to promote growth while
reducing extinctions –by expelling cheaters– in such commons. We
first show how individuals that switch stochastically between pro-
ducing or not producing a given public good can e!ectively achieve
sustainability when compared to a constitutive-production scenario.
Stochastic switching is valid however only in reduced circumstances.
When we consider more general plastic strategies, where individuals
could sense the composition of their social environment, we distin-
guish two opposite scenarios. In the first one, individuals become
producers when they find a majority of producers on its interacting
group. This leads to high population densities and a cheater-control
mechanism based on very reactive plasticity. Moreover, if individuals
become producers only when they detect an excess of non-producers,
a second sustainable scenario arises with lower population densities
and cheater control relying on social diversity. This second case
seems then more e!ective when the public good is e"ciently allo-
cated in larger groups. Overall, these classes of phenotypic plasticity
emerge as fundamental social interaction motifs shaping the ecolog-
ical dynamics of public good dilemmas.

sustainable growth | public good games | phenotypic plasticity | cooperation

Abbreviations: PG, public good; P, producer; nP, non-producer

A fundamental obstacle in the development and mainte-
nance of complex communities is to procure the precise

conditions that promote sustainable growth. These conditions
generally conform an equilibrium between the type of individ-
ual actions presented (by the members of the community) and
the inevitable feedback of these actions with the collective dy-
namics. The sustainability problem applies then to distinct
biological settings at all scales (1–3) and can additionally in-
volve many practical matters and policy choices [at the level
of human societies (4)].

One of these settings frequently corresponds to growth
being mediated by the production of a public good (PG) –or
by the use of a common-pool resource– in finite populations
constituted by assorted groups of individuals (5–7). Sustain-
ability in such commons corresponds to achieving the appro-
priate level of productivity that also minimizes potential ex-
tinction risks, risks generally coupled to the rise of free-riders
(individuals that misuse or not contribute at all the common
resource). It is then an open question how to delineate strate-
gies that allow investment of the PG (in order to grow) but
reduce extinction risks in such structured populations.

In this manuscript, we focus on this question by consider-
ing an ecological public good model where the supply of PG
determines population density (8), i.e., the shared resources
are both common and limiting. Sustainability would then be
associated to the use of specific strategies robust to the threat
of free-riders (cheaters), as a population invaded by cheaters
unavoidably increases its chances of extinctions. Cooperative

agents can then adopt an e!ective strategy to reduce extinc-
tions and maintain growth.

We show that in this ecological framework e!ective strate-
gies must be fundamentally plastic. They consist in sensing
the quantity of PG in the interacting group and modulating
accordingly individual production (Fig. 1A). We demonstrate
that the type of plasticity depends crucially on the e"ciency
(r) of the PG and the population structure (group size, N).
When r is reduced and N is small, then the e!ective plastic
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Fig. 1. Plastic producers and the extinction risk of a population of constitutive
(non-plastic) producers. (A) A plastic producer chooses its new phenotypic state
at each time step (independently of its current state): the probability of becom-
ing nP is given by p> when the ratio between the number of P s and the to-
tal number of individuals in its interacting group is greater or equal than a given
threshold ! (or by p< otherwise). A constitutive producer would correspond then
to the case p> = p< = 0, while a plastic producer with nonzero p> = p<
corresponds to a stochastic producer. Note that the evaluated ratio between the
number of producers and number of individuals in the group corresponds, implicitely,
to the amount of PG received. (B) Recovery and extinction in a population con-
stituted by constitutive producers (cyan) and cheaters (red; total population in
black). (C) Group composition leading to recovery [around 1 in (B)]. Note that
allP groups are enriched after population decay. (D) Group composition leading to
extinction [around 2 in (B)], where allP groups failed to reproduce due to stochas-
tic demographic extinction (9). Cyan gradient in (C-D) ranges from groups of all
cheaters (light cyan) to allP (dark cyan); white denotes empty groups. Parameters:
k = 300, r = 4, N = 10, " = 5x 10"5, # = 0.2.
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cheaters can lead to extinctions ... sometimes
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Simpson’s paradox helps solving the 
threat of cheaters 
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When we consider more general plastic strategies, where individuals
could sense the composition of their social environment, we distin-
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conditions that promote sustainable growth. These conditions
generally conform an equilibrium between the type of individ-
ual actions presented (by the members of the community) and
the inevitable feedback of these actions with the collective dy-
namics. The sustainability problem applies then to distinct
biological settings at all scales (1–3) and can additionally in-
volve many practical matters and policy choices [at the level
of human societies (4)].

One of these settings frequently corresponds to growth
being mediated by the production of a public good (PG) –or
by the use of a common-pool resource– in finite populations
constituted by assorted groups of individuals (5–7). Sustain-
ability in such commons corresponds to achieving the appro-
priate level of productivity that also minimizes potential ex-
tinction risks, risks generally coupled to the rise of free-riders
(individuals that misuse or not contribute at all the common
resource). It is then an open question how to delineate strate-
gies that allow investment of the PG (in order to grow) but
reduce extinction risks in such structured populations.

In this manuscript, we focus on this question by consider-
ing an ecological public good model where the supply of PG
determines population density (8), i.e., the shared resources
are both common and limiting. Sustainability would then be
associated to the use of specific strategies robust to the threat
of free-riders (cheaters), as a population invaded by cheaters
unavoidably increases its chances of extinctions. Cooperative

agents can then adopt an e!ective strategy to reduce extinc-
tions and maintain growth.

We show that in this ecological framework e!ective strate-
gies must be fundamentally plastic. They consist in sensing
the quantity of PG in the interacting group and modulating
accordingly individual production (Fig. 1A). We demonstrate
that the type of plasticity depends crucially on the e"ciency
(r) of the PG and the population structure (group size, N).
When r is reduced and N is small, then the e!ective plastic
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Fig. 1. Plastic producers and the extinction risk of a population of constitutive
(non-plastic) producers. (A) A plastic producer chooses its new phenotypic state
at each time step (independently of its current state): the probability of becom-
ing nP is given by p> when the ratio between the number of P s and the to-
tal number of individuals in its interacting group is greater or equal than a given
threshold ! (or by p< otherwise). A constitutive producer would correspond then
to the case p> = p< = 0, while a plastic producer with nonzero p> = p<
corresponds to a stochastic producer. Note that the evaluated ratio between the
number of producers and number of individuals in the group corresponds, implicitely,
to the amount of PG received. (B) Recovery and extinction in a population con-
stituted by constitutive producers (cyan) and cheaters (red; total population in
black). (C) Group composition leading to recovery [around 1 in (B)]. Note that
allP groups are enriched after population decay. (D) Group composition leading to
extinction [around 2 in (B)], where allP groups failed to reproduce due to stochas-
tic demographic extinction (9). Cyan gradient in (C-D) ranges from groups of all
cheaters (light cyan) to allP (dark cyan); white denotes empty groups. Parameters:
k = 300, r = 4, N = 10, " = 5x 10"5, # = 0.2.
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emerge as fundamental social interaction motifs shaping the ecolog-
ical dynamics of public good dilemmas.
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A fundamental obstacle in the development and mainte-
nance of complex communities is to procure the precise

conditions that promote sustainable growth. These conditions
generally conform an equilibrium between the type of individ-
ual actions presented (by the members of the community) and
the inevitable feedback of these actions with the collective dy-
namics. The sustainability problem applies then to distinct
biological settings at all scales (1–3) and can additionally in-
volve many practical matters and policy choices [at the level
of human societies (4)].

One of these settings frequently corresponds to growth
being mediated by the production of a public good (PG) –or
by the use of a common-pool resource– in finite populations
constituted by assorted groups of individuals (5–7). Sustain-
ability in such commons corresponds to achieving the appro-
priate level of productivity that also minimizes potential ex-
tinction risks, risks generally coupled to the rise of free-riders
(individuals that misuse or not contribute at all the common
resource). It is then an open question how to delineate strate-
gies that allow investment of the PG (in order to grow) but
reduce extinction risks in such structured populations.

In this manuscript, we focus on this question by consider-
ing an ecological public good model where the supply of PG
determines population density (8), i.e., the shared resources
are both common and limiting. Sustainability would then be
associated to the use of specific strategies robust to the threat
of free-riders (cheaters), as a population invaded by cheaters
unavoidably increases its chances of extinctions. Cooperative

agents can then adopt an e!ective strategy to reduce extinc-
tions and maintain growth.

We show that in this ecological framework e!ective strate-
gies must be fundamentally plastic. They consist in sensing
the quantity of PG in the interacting group and modulating
accordingly individual production (Fig. 1A). We demonstrate
that the type of plasticity depends crucially on the e"ciency
(r) of the PG and the population structure (group size, N).
When r is reduced and N is small, then the e!ective plastic
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Fig. 1. Plastic producers and the extinction risk of a population of constitutive
(non-plastic) producers. (A) A plastic producer chooses its new phenotypic state
at each time step (independently of its current state): the probability of becom-
ing nP is given by p> when the ratio between the number of P s and the to-
tal number of individuals in its interacting group is greater or equal than a given
threshold ! (or by p< otherwise). A constitutive producer would correspond then
to the case p> = p< = 0, while a plastic producer with nonzero p> = p<
corresponds to a stochastic producer. Note that the evaluated ratio between the
number of producers and number of individuals in the group corresponds, implicitely,
to the amount of PG received. (B) Recovery and extinction in a population con-
stituted by constitutive producers (cyan) and cheaters (red; total population in
black). (C) Group composition leading to recovery [around 1 in (B)]. Note that
allP groups are enriched after population decay. (D) Group composition leading to
extinction [around 2 in (B)], where allP groups failed to reproduce due to stochas-
tic demographic extinction (9). Cyan gradient in (C-D) ranges from groups of all
cheaters (light cyan) to allP (dark cyan); white denotes empty groups. Parameters:
k = 300, r = 4, N = 10, " = 5x 10"5, # = 0.2.
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Complex communities often need to compensate the particular use
of basic resources by their members with the task of achieving a sus-
tainable growth of the collective. In many situations, members con-
tribute individually to these resources that then appear both common
and critical to grow. Individuals that make use of the shared goods
at no cost, i.e., free riders, could in this context threaten growth and
drive population extinctions. Here, we identify the type of strategies
that members of a community should adopt to promote growth while
reducing extinctions –by expelling cheaters– in such commons. We
first show how individuals that switch stochastically between pro-
ducing or not producing a given public good can e!ectively achieve
sustainability when compared to a constitutive-production scenario.
Stochastic switching is valid however only in reduced circumstances.
When we consider more general plastic strategies, where individuals
could sense the composition of their social environment, we distin-
guish two opposite scenarios. In the first one, individuals become
producers when they find a majority of producers on its interacting
group. This leads to high population densities and a cheater-control
mechanism based on very reactive plasticity. Moreover, if individuals
become producers only when they detect an excess of non-producers,
a second sustainable scenario arises with lower population densities
and cheater control relying on social diversity. This second case
seems then more e!ective when the public good is e"ciently allo-
cated in larger groups. Overall, these classes of phenotypic plasticity
emerge as fundamental social interaction motifs shaping the ecolog-
ical dynamics of public good dilemmas.
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A fundamental obstacle in the development and mainte-
nance of complex communities is to procure the precise

conditions that promote sustainable growth. These conditions
generally conform an equilibrium between the type of individ-
ual actions presented (by the members of the community) and
the inevitable feedback of these actions with the collective dy-
namics. The sustainability problem applies then to distinct
biological settings at all scales (1–3) and can additionally in-
volve many practical matters and policy choices [at the level
of human societies (4)].

One of these settings frequently corresponds to growth
being mediated by the production of a public good (PG) –or
by the use of a common-pool resource– in finite populations
constituted by assorted groups of individuals (5–7). Sustain-
ability in such commons corresponds to achieving the appro-
priate level of productivity that also minimizes potential ex-
tinction risks, risks generally coupled to the rise of free-riders
(individuals that misuse or not contribute at all the common
resource). It is then an open question how to delineate strate-
gies that allow investment of the PG (in order to grow) but
reduce extinction risks in such structured populations.

In this manuscript, we focus on this question by consider-
ing an ecological public good model where the supply of PG
determines population density (8), i.e., the shared resources
are both common and limiting. Sustainability would then be
associated to the use of specific strategies robust to the threat
of free-riders (cheaters), as a population invaded by cheaters
unavoidably increases its chances of extinctions. Cooperative

agents can then adopt an e!ective strategy to reduce extinc-
tions and maintain growth.

We show that in this ecological framework e!ective strate-
gies must be fundamentally plastic. They consist in sensing
the quantity of PG in the interacting group and modulating
accordingly individual production (Fig. 1A). We demonstrate
that the type of plasticity depends crucially on the e"ciency
(r) of the PG and the population structure (group size, N).
When r is reduced and N is small, then the e!ective plastic
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Fig. 1. Plastic producers and the extinction risk of a population of constitutive
(non-plastic) producers. (A) A plastic producer chooses its new phenotypic state
at each time step (independently of its current state): the probability of becom-
ing nP is given by p> when the ratio between the number of P s and the to-
tal number of individuals in its interacting group is greater or equal than a given
threshold ! (or by p< otherwise). A constitutive producer would correspond then
to the case p> = p< = 0, while a plastic producer with nonzero p> = p<
corresponds to a stochastic producer. Note that the evaluated ratio between the
number of producers and number of individuals in the group corresponds, implicitely,
to the amount of PG received. (B) Recovery and extinction in a population con-
stituted by constitutive producers (cyan) and cheaters (red; total population in
black). (C) Group composition leading to recovery [around 1 in (B)]. Note that
allP groups are enriched after population decay. (D) Group composition leading to
extinction [around 2 in (B)], where allP groups failed to reproduce due to stochas-
tic demographic extinction (9). Cyan gradient in (C-D) ranges from groups of all
cheaters (light cyan) to allP (dark cyan); white denotes empty groups. Parameters:
k = 300, r = 4, N = 10, " = 5x 10"5, # = 0.2.
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tribute individually to these resources that then appear both common
and critical to grow. Individuals that make use of the shared goods
at no cost, i.e., free riders, could in this context threaten growth and
drive population extinctions. Here, we identify the type of strategies
that members of a community should adopt to promote growth while
reducing extinctions –by expelling cheaters– in such commons. We
first show how individuals that switch stochastically between pro-
ducing or not producing a given public good can e!ectively achieve
sustainability when compared to a constitutive-production scenario.
Stochastic switching is valid however only in reduced circumstances.
When we consider more general plastic strategies, where individuals
could sense the composition of their social environment, we distin-
guish two opposite scenarios. In the first one, individuals become
producers when they find a majority of producers on its interacting
group. This leads to high population densities and a cheater-control
mechanism based on very reactive plasticity. Moreover, if individuals
become producers only when they detect an excess of non-producers,
a second sustainable scenario arises with lower population densities
and cheater control relying on social diversity. This second case
seems then more e!ective when the public good is e"ciently allo-
cated in larger groups. Overall, these classes of phenotypic plasticity
emerge as fundamental social interaction motifs shaping the ecolog-
ical dynamics of public good dilemmas.
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A fundamental obstacle in the development and mainte-
nance of complex communities is to procure the precise

conditions that promote sustainable growth. These conditions
generally conform an equilibrium between the type of individ-
ual actions presented (by the members of the community) and
the inevitable feedback of these actions with the collective dy-
namics. The sustainability problem applies then to distinct
biological settings at all scales (1–3) and can additionally in-
volve many practical matters and policy choices [at the level
of human societies (4)].

One of these settings frequently corresponds to growth
being mediated by the production of a public good (PG) –or
by the use of a common-pool resource– in finite populations
constituted by assorted groups of individuals (5–7). Sustain-
ability in such commons corresponds to achieving the appro-
priate level of productivity that also minimizes potential ex-
tinction risks, risks generally coupled to the rise of free-riders
(individuals that misuse or not contribute at all the common
resource). It is then an open question how to delineate strate-
gies that allow investment of the PG (in order to grow) but
reduce extinction risks in such structured populations.

In this manuscript, we focus on this question by consider-
ing an ecological public good model where the supply of PG
determines population density (8), i.e., the shared resources
are both common and limiting. Sustainability would then be
associated to the use of specific strategies robust to the threat
of free-riders (cheaters), as a population invaded by cheaters
unavoidably increases its chances of extinctions. Cooperative

agents can then adopt an e!ective strategy to reduce extinc-
tions and maintain growth.

We show that in this ecological framework e!ective strate-
gies must be fundamentally plastic. They consist in sensing
the quantity of PG in the interacting group and modulating
accordingly individual production (Fig. 1A). We demonstrate
that the type of plasticity depends crucially on the e"ciency
(r) of the PG and the population structure (group size, N).
When r is reduced and N is small, then the e!ective plastic
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Fig. 1. Plastic producers and the extinction risk of a population of constitutive
(non-plastic) producers. (A) A plastic producer chooses its new phenotypic state
at each time step (independently of its current state): the probability of becom-
ing nP is given by p> when the ratio between the number of P s and the to-
tal number of individuals in its interacting group is greater or equal than a given
threshold ! (or by p< otherwise). A constitutive producer would correspond then
to the case p> = p< = 0, while a plastic producer with nonzero p> = p<
corresponds to a stochastic producer. Note that the evaluated ratio between the
number of producers and number of individuals in the group corresponds, implicitely,
to the amount of PG received. (B) Recovery and extinction in a population con-
stituted by constitutive producers (cyan) and cheaters (red; total population in
black). (C) Group composition leading to recovery [around 1 in (B)]. Note that
allP groups are enriched after population decay. (D) Group composition leading to
extinction [around 2 in (B)], where allP groups failed to reproduce due to stochas-
tic demographic extinction (9). Cyan gradient in (C-D) ranges from groups of all
cheaters (light cyan) to allP (dark cyan); white denotes empty groups. Parameters:
k = 300, r = 4, N = 10, " = 5x 10"5, # = 0.2.
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Frequency of extinctions depend on 
efficiency r

strategy consists in being a PG producer (P ) until few non-
producers (nP s) are detected in the group; we refer to this
strategy as positive plastic production. When r is high and
N is large then the e!ective plastic strategy depends on in-
vesting as little as possible (10) of PG production, i.e., switch-
ing to P only when the detected amount of P s in the group
is very limited; we refer to this strategy as negative plastic
production.

Results
Constitutive Production Faces Extinction Risks.We first ob-
served that constitutive production could still be an e!ective
strategy against cheaters for su"ciently smallN or adequately
high r. This is associated to the possibility of coexistence of
constitutive P s and cheaters (that we assumed emerged by
mutation from an initial allP population). Such coexistence
generates in many cases population oscillations (Fig. 1B):
when density is high, cheaters spread into the population pre-
cipitating a decrease of PG and consequently a population
cascade, i.e., a decline of population density. Su"ciently small
density originates in turn the appearance of groups exclusively
composed of only P s and only cheaters (Fig. 1C) that mul-
tiplies the probability of replication of constitutive P s. Thus,
allP groups originated by the high inter-group variance are the
ones specially contributing to the recovery of the populations:
the Simpson’s paradox (8,11).

However, while population cascades are useful to favour
P s and remove cheaters, they could also induce a danger-
ous ecological side e!ect: a population composed of few in-
dividuals can become extinct simply due to stochastic demo-
graphic e!ects (9). We then defined a cascade to be critical
when the overall population goes below a certain minimal den-
sity. Rise of critical cascades –and of the time spent with low
densities– is indeed evident in low-r PG regimes, where the
cost of production is less compensated by the benefits of the
PG. These cascades eventually induce a higher number of ex-
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Fig. 2. Growth based on constitutive producers is less sustainable for smaller e!-
ciencies. (A) Frequency of extinctions as a function of r. (B) Dependence of number
of critical cascades (continuous line) and duration of critical cascades (generations
below the critical density; dashed line) with r. (C-D) Characteristic time series in
the regimes of low (C) and high (D) r. For an equivalent time window, the popu-
lation producing low-r PG crosses more often the critical density region (highlighted
in yellow). Each point in (A-B) is the mean of XXX independent simulations, with
time series of length xxx x 105 [bars in (B) denote sd]. Parameters: r = 4 (C),
r = 6.5 (D), critical density = k/10, rest of parameters and color code as Fig. 1.

tinctions (Fig. 2). This same qualitative behavior is observed
by modifying population structure, i.e., N (Fig. S1).

Stochastic Producers Emerge as a Partial Solution.One plau-
sible strategy to reduce extinctions could be that producers
randomly exhibit a nP state; a sort of phenotypic noise,
e.g., (12). Specifically, these stochastic producers would
present an nP state with probability p> (or, conversely, a
P state with 1 ! p>) and could be interpreted as (plastic)
individuals unable to sense the amount of PG on its local
group (p> = p< "= 0, see Fig. 1A). Due to this switching, a
population of stochastic P s generates a constant pool of nP s
that helps decreasing the chances of cheaters to invade by re-
ducing available PG (small p> in Fig. 3A) but that could
ultimately drive the system to extinction, even without any
cheaters present, due to a severe PG reduction (large p> in
Fig. 3A).

These two regimes can be understood as a trade-o! be-
tween a decrease in the number of critical cascades (continuos
line, Fig. 3B, due to the reduction of PG) and an increase
of their duration (dashed line Fig. 3B, associated to the de-
lay in the appearance of allP groups –required for population
recovery– caused by the stochastic phenotype). This indicates
an optimal p> that minimizes the frequency of extinctions and
that defines the e!ective stochastic strategy. In this situation,
and even when the population grows dense, cheater replication
is limited (generally below 50%, Figs. 3C-D) and population
oscillations become damped. This is clearly di!erent from the
situation with constitutive P s where the chances of cheater
replication could reach very high values in dense populations
(Fig. S2).

Moreover, and similarly to the constitutive case, when r is
reduced or N is moderately large, stochastic producers can be
invaded by cheaters and this directs the population to extinc-
tion. This is shown in Fig. SX where we consider smaller r
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Fig. 3. Stochastic producers can reduce extinctions. (A) Frequency of extinctions
as a function of the probability p> (p> = p<) to present an nP state. There
exists an optimal p> value to reduce extinctions by decreasing the number of crit-
ical population cascades while controling for their length (B). (C-D) Characteristic
dynamics of an optimal stochastic strategy (individuals presenting P or nP states
in the presence of cheaters; colors as Fig 1, black curve denotes total population).
Note that even when the population is high the replication rate of cheaters (D) is
now generally limited below !50%. Each point in (A-B) is the mean of XXX inde-
pendent simulations, with time series of length xxx x 105 [bars in (B) denote sd].
Parameters: r = 4, p> = 0.6, critical density = k/10, rest of parameters as
Fig. 1.
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strategy consists in being a PG producer (P ) until few non-
producers (nP s) are detected in the group; we refer to this
strategy as positive plastic production. When r is high and
N is large then the e!ective plastic strategy depends on in-
vesting as little as possible (10) of PG production, i.e., switch-
ing to P only when the detected amount of P s in the group
is very limited; we refer to this strategy as negative plastic
production.

Results
Constitutive Production Faces Extinction Risks.We first ob-
served that constitutive production could still be an e!ective
strategy against cheaters for su"ciently smallN or adequately
high r. This is associated to the possibility of coexistence of
constitutive P s and cheaters (that we assumed emerged by
mutation from an initial allP population). Such coexistence
generates in many cases population oscillations (Fig. 1B):
when density is high, cheaters spread into the population pre-
cipitating a decrease of PG and consequently a population
cascade, i.e., a decline of population density. Su"ciently small
density originates in turn the appearance of groups exclusively
composed of only P s and only cheaters (Fig. 1C) that mul-
tiplies the probability of replication of constitutive P s. Thus,
allP groups originated by the high inter-group variance are the
ones specially contributing to the recovery of the populations:
the Simpson’s paradox (8,11).

However, while population cascades are useful to favour
P s and remove cheaters, they could also induce a danger-
ous ecological side e!ect: a population composed of few in-
dividuals can become extinct simply due to stochastic demo-
graphic e!ects (9). We then defined a cascade to be critical
when the overall population goes below a certain minimal den-
sity. Rise of critical cascades –and of the time spent with low
densities– is indeed evident in low-r PG regimes, where the
cost of production is less compensated by the benefits of the
PG. These cascades eventually induce a higher number of ex-
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Fig. 2. Growth based on constitutive producers is less sustainable for smaller e!-
ciencies. (A) Frequency of extinctions as a function of r. (B) Dependence of number
of critical cascades (continuous line) and duration of critical cascades (generations
below the critical density; dashed line) with r. (C-D) Characteristic time series in
the regimes of low (C) and high (D) r. For an equivalent time window, the popu-
lation producing low-r PG crosses more often the critical density region (highlighted
in yellow). Each point in (A-B) is the mean of XXX independent simulations, with
time series of length xxx x 105 [bars in (B) denote sd]. Parameters: r = 4 (C),
r = 6.5 (D), critical density = k/10, rest of parameters and color code as Fig. 1.

tinctions (Fig. 2). This same qualitative behavior is observed
by modifying population structure, i.e., N (Fig. S1).

Stochastic Producers Emerge as a Partial Solution.One plau-
sible strategy to reduce extinctions could be that producers
randomly exhibit a nP state; a sort of phenotypic noise,
e.g., (12). Specifically, these stochastic producers would
present an nP state with probability p> (or, conversely, a
P state with 1 ! p>) and could be interpreted as (plastic)
individuals unable to sense the amount of PG on its local
group (p> = p< "= 0, see Fig. 1A). Due to this switching, a
population of stochastic P s generates a constant pool of nP s
that helps decreasing the chances of cheaters to invade by re-
ducing available PG (small p> in Fig. 3A) but that could
ultimately drive the system to extinction, even without any
cheaters present, due to a severe PG reduction (large p> in
Fig. 3A).

These two regimes can be understood as a trade-o! be-
tween a decrease in the number of critical cascades (continuos
line, Fig. 3B, due to the reduction of PG) and an increase
of their duration (dashed line Fig. 3B, associated to the de-
lay in the appearance of allP groups –required for population
recovery– caused by the stochastic phenotype). This indicates
an optimal p> that minimizes the frequency of extinctions and
that defines the e!ective stochastic strategy. In this situation,
and even when the population grows dense, cheater replication
is limited (generally below 50%, Figs. 3C-D) and population
oscillations become damped. This is clearly di!erent from the
situation with constitutive P s where the chances of cheater
replication could reach very high values in dense populations
(Fig. S2).

Moreover, and similarly to the constitutive case, when r is
reduced or N is moderately large, stochastic producers can be
invaded by cheaters and this directs the population to extinc-
tion. This is shown in Fig. SX where we consider smaller r
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Fig. 3. Stochastic producers can reduce extinctions. (A) Frequency of extinctions
as a function of the probability p> (p> = p<) to present an nP state. There
exists an optimal p> value to reduce extinctions by decreasing the number of crit-
ical population cascades while controling for their length (B). (C-D) Characteristic
dynamics of an optimal stochastic strategy (individuals presenting P or nP states
in the presence of cheaters; colors as Fig 1, black curve denotes total population).
Note that even when the population is high the replication rate of cheaters (D) is
now generally limited below !50%. Each point in (A-B) is the mean of XXX inde-
pendent simulations, with time series of length xxx x 105 [bars in (B) denote sd].
Parameters: r = 4, p> = 0.6, critical density = k/10, rest of parameters as
Fig. 1.
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strategy consists in being a PG producer (P ) until few non-
producers (nP s) are detected in the group; we refer to this
strategy as positive plastic production. When r is high and
N is large then the e!ective plastic strategy depends on in-
vesting as little as possible (10) of PG production, i.e., switch-
ing to P only when the detected amount of P s in the group
is very limited; we refer to this strategy as negative plastic
production.

Results
Constitutive Production Faces Extinction Risks.We first ob-
served that constitutive production could still be an e!ective
strategy against cheaters for su"ciently smallN or adequately
high r. This is associated to the possibility of coexistence of
constitutive P s and cheaters (that we assumed emerged by
mutation from an initial allP population). Such coexistence
generates in many cases population oscillations (Fig. 1B):
when density is high, cheaters spread into the population pre-
cipitating a decrease of PG and consequently a population
cascade, i.e., a decline of population density. Su"ciently small
density originates in turn the appearance of groups exclusively
composed of only P s and only cheaters (Fig. 1C) that mul-
tiplies the probability of replication of constitutive P s. Thus,
allP groups originated by the high inter-group variance are the
ones specially contributing to the recovery of the populations:
the Simpson’s paradox (8,11).

However, while population cascades are useful to favour
P s and remove cheaters, they could also induce a danger-
ous ecological side e!ect: a population composed of few in-
dividuals can become extinct simply due to stochastic demo-
graphic e!ects (9). We then defined a cascade to be critical
when the overall population goes below a certain minimal den-
sity. Rise of critical cascades –and of the time spent with low
densities– is indeed evident in low-r PG regimes, where the
cost of production is less compensated by the benefits of the
PG. These cascades eventually induce a higher number of ex-
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Fig. 2. Growth based on constitutive producers is less sustainable for smaller e!-
ciencies. (A) Frequency of extinctions as a function of r. (B) Dependence of number
of critical cascades (continuous line) and duration of critical cascades (generations
below the critical density; dashed line) with r. (C-D) Characteristic time series in
the regimes of low (C) and high (D) r. For an equivalent time window, the popu-
lation producing low-r PG crosses more often the critical density region (highlighted
in yellow). Each point in (A-B) is the mean of XXX independent simulations, with
time series of length xxx x 105 [bars in (B) denote sd]. Parameters: r = 4 (C),
r = 6.5 (D), critical density = k/10, rest of parameters and color code as Fig. 1.

tinctions (Fig. 2). This same qualitative behavior is observed
by modifying population structure, i.e., N (Fig. S1).

Stochastic Producers Emerge as a Partial Solution.One plau-
sible strategy to reduce extinctions could be that producers
randomly exhibit a nP state; a sort of phenotypic noise,
e.g., (12). Specifically, these stochastic producers would
present an nP state with probability p> (or, conversely, a
P state with 1 ! p>) and could be interpreted as (plastic)
individuals unable to sense the amount of PG on its local
group (p> = p< "= 0, see Fig. 1A). Due to this switching, a
population of stochastic P s generates a constant pool of nP s
that helps decreasing the chances of cheaters to invade by re-
ducing available PG (small p> in Fig. 3A) but that could
ultimately drive the system to extinction, even without any
cheaters present, due to a severe PG reduction (large p> in
Fig. 3A).

These two regimes can be understood as a trade-o! be-
tween a decrease in the number of critical cascades (continuos
line, Fig. 3B, due to the reduction of PG) and an increase
of their duration (dashed line Fig. 3B, associated to the de-
lay in the appearance of allP groups –required for population
recovery– caused by the stochastic phenotype). This indicates
an optimal p> that minimizes the frequency of extinctions and
that defines the e!ective stochastic strategy. In this situation,
and even when the population grows dense, cheater replication
is limited (generally below 50%, Figs. 3C-D) and population
oscillations become damped. This is clearly di!erent from the
situation with constitutive P s where the chances of cheater
replication could reach very high values in dense populations
(Fig. S2).

Moreover, and similarly to the constitutive case, when r is
reduced or N is moderately large, stochastic producers can be
invaded by cheaters and this directs the population to extinc-
tion. This is shown in Fig. SX where we consider smaller r
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Fig. 3. Stochastic producers can reduce extinctions. (A) Frequency of extinctions
as a function of the probability p> (p> = p<) to present an nP state. There
exists an optimal p> value to reduce extinctions by decreasing the number of crit-
ical population cascades while controling for their length (B). (C-D) Characteristic
dynamics of an optimal stochastic strategy (individuals presenting P or nP states
in the presence of cheaters; colors as Fig 1, black curve denotes total population).
Note that even when the population is high the replication rate of cheaters (D) is
now generally limited below !50%. Each point in (A-B) is the mean of XXX inde-
pendent simulations, with time series of length xxx x 105 [bars in (B) denote sd].
Parameters: r = 4, p> = 0.6, critical density = k/10, rest of parameters as
Fig. 1.
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Complex communities often need to compensate the particular use
of basic resources by their members with the task of achieving a sus-
tainable growth of the collective. In many situations, members con-
tribute individually to these resources that then appear both common
and critical to grow. Individuals that make use of the shared goods
at no cost, i.e., free riders, could in this context threaten growth and
drive population extinctions. Here, we identify the type of strategies
that members of a community should adopt to promote growth while
reducing extinctions –by expelling cheaters– in such commons. We
first show how individuals that switch stochastically between pro-
ducing or not producing a given public good can e!ectively achieve
sustainability when compared to a constitutive-production scenario.
Stochastic switching is valid however only in reduced circumstances.
When we consider more general plastic strategies, where individuals
could sense the composition of their social environment, we distin-
guish two opposite scenarios. In the first one, individuals become
producers when they find a majority of producers on its interacting
group. This leads to high population densities and a cheater-control
mechanism based on very reactive plasticity. Moreover, if individuals
become producers only when they detect an excess of non-producers,
a second sustainable scenario arises with lower population densities
and cheater control relying on social diversity. This second case
seems then more e!ective when the public good is e"ciently allo-
cated in larger groups. Overall, these classes of phenotypic plasticity
emerge as fundamental social interaction motifs shaping the ecolog-
ical dynamics of public good dilemmas.

sustainable growth | public good games | phenotypic plasticity | cooperation

Abbreviations: PG, public good; P, producer; nP, non-producer

A fundamental obstacle in the development and mainte-
nance of complex communities is to procure the precise

conditions that promote sustainable growth. These conditions
generally conform an equilibrium between the type of individ-
ual actions presented (by the members of the community) and
the inevitable feedback of these actions with the collective dy-
namics. The sustainability problem applies then to distinct
biological settings at all scales (1–3) and can additionally in-
volve many practical matters and policy choices [at the level
of human societies (4)].

One of these settings frequently corresponds to growth
being mediated by the production of a public good (PG) –or
by the use of a common-pool resource– in finite populations
constituted by assorted groups of individuals (5–7). Sustain-
ability in such commons corresponds to achieving the appro-
priate level of productivity that also minimizes potential ex-
tinction risks, risks generally coupled to the rise of free-riders
(individuals that misuse or not contribute at all the common
resource). It is then an open question how to delineate strate-
gies that allow investment of the PG (in order to grow) but
reduce extinction risks in such structured populations.

In this manuscript, we focus on this question by consider-
ing an ecological public good model where the supply of PG
determines population density (8), i.e., the shared resources
are both common and limiting. Sustainability would then be
associated to the use of specific strategies robust to the threat
of free-riders (cheaters), as a population invaded by cheaters
unavoidably increases its chances of extinctions. Cooperative

agents can then adopt an e!ective strategy to reduce extinc-
tions and maintain growth.

We show that in this ecological framework e!ective strate-
gies must be fundamentally plastic. They consist in sensing
the quantity of PG in the interacting group and modulating
accordingly individual production (Fig. 1A). We demonstrate
that the type of plasticity depends crucially on the e"ciency
(r) of the PG and the population structure (group size, N).
When r is reduced and N is small, then the e!ective plastic
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Fig. 1. Plastic producers and the extinction risk of a population of constitutive
(non-plastic) producers. (A) A plastic producer chooses its new phenotypic state
at each time step (independently of its current state): the probability of becom-
ing nP is given by p> when the ratio between the number of P s and the to-
tal number of individuals in its interacting group is greater or equal than a given
threshold ! (or by p< otherwise). A constitutive producer would correspond then
to the case p> = p< = 0, while a plastic producer with nonzero p> = p<
corresponds to a stochastic producer. Note that the evaluated ratio between the
number of producers and number of individuals in the group corresponds, implicitely,
to the amount of PG received. (B) Recovery and extinction in a population con-
stituted by constitutive producers (cyan) and cheaters (red; total population in
black). (C) Group composition leading to recovery [around 1 in (B)]. Note that
allP groups are enriched after population decay. (D) Group composition leading to
extinction [around 2 in (B)], where allP groups failed to reproduce due to stochas-
tic demographic extinction (9). Cyan gradient in (C-D) ranges from groups of all
cheaters (light cyan) to allP (dark cyan); white denotes empty groups. Parameters:
k = 300, r = 4, N = 10, " = 5x 10"5, # = 0.2.
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(compared to the one used in Fig. SX) and in Fig. SX where
we consider larger N (compared to the one used in Fig. SX).
As we can observe, a decrease of r or an increase in N leads to
a general increase of the number and duration of critical cas-
cades, and an overall increment of extinctions. More complex
strategies are therefore required in these regimes, strategies
that will make explicit use of phenotypic plasticity.

Plastic Cooperation Favors Sustainable Growth. Intuitively,
the problems observed before are caused by the di!culty to
increase the frequency of nP s in the population without caus-
ing big cascades towards extinction. We show now that there
are opportune plastic strategies that can solve this limitation
in two di"erent ways, depending on the values of the public
good e!ciency r and the size of the group N .

Positive Plasticity Works for Small Groups and Low
E!ciency

A positive plastic producer switches to an nP state as soon
as few cheaters emerge in its local group. This formally cor-
responds to plastic producers characterized by small p> but
large p<; the high sensitivity to cheaters additionally defined
by selecting a large ! (Fig. 1A). As a consequence, the ap-
pearence of cheaters in a population constituted by this class
of producers immediately diminishes relative abundance of P
in each group, which biases phenotypic transitions to nP due
to the use of p< (Fig. 4A, see also Fig. SX). This brings a
fast decrease of the probability of replication for the P s but
also for the initial cheaters, which are immediately expelled
(Fig. SX). The presence of plastic individuals as nP s also
contributes to the decrease in population density.

However, as the number of individuals declines, the num-
ber of groups formed by the remanent P s increases, i.e., plastic
producers are more commonly found in groups with only P s
(shading in Fig. 4A-B). This increases again inter-group
variance making the Simpson’s paradox active once more
(Fig. 4.D), which raises the probability of replication (of P s)
and decreases their change to the nP state (agents are now
using p> which limits the transition to nP ). The combined
process ultimately stops the unlimited creation of nP s ob-
served initially, and promotes an equilibrium between P s and
nP s. At the end, the population becomes composed by all
P s; an absorbing state of the system (Fig. 4B; this transition
is favoured by an increment in density that promotes groups
of only P s with higher chance of replication). Once the pop-
ulation is uniquely constituted by P s, if no cheater arrives, it
remains as such.

If N is relatively larger then the above mechanism could
fail. While the reaction to cheater invation is similar in this
situation, causing accordingly low density populations, the
enrichment of allsP groups is delayed. Only when the popu-
lation is very reduced the number of groups of only P s appear.
However, in this case there is an high chance that the few re-
maining individuals are unable to replicate and are removed
by the random deletion, leading to the extinction of the popu-
lation (demographic stochasticity as before). These collapses
are not avoided with a relative increase of r. A di"erent strat-
egy can be implemented however in such contexts of relatively
high r and large N : negative plasticity.

Negative Plasticity Works for Large Groups and High
E!ciency

A negative plastic producer usually presents a nP state un-
less very few P s are available in its local group [a sort of least
e"ort strategy (10)]. This is formally described by a large p>
and small values of both p< and ! (Fig. 1A) which implies
that a population of negative plastic producers is constantly
at low density independently of the presence of cheaters.

Such low-density dynamic equilibrium can be mantained
because most P s become nP s in the groups where their rela-
tive abundance is above the (low) threshold !, while all nP s
become P s in groups where the relative abundance of produc-
ers goes below ! (this avoids population collapse, Fig. 4.C).
When cheaters appear (by mutation) this increases those
groups with relative abundance of P s below !. As reaction
agents as nP become P and cheater probability of replication
becomes high but only for a very short time, the time in which
groups of P s start switching back to nP , and this avoid their
spreading: the few initial cheaters are immediately removed
from the population.

Negative plasticity uses the fact that a large frequency of
nP s leads to low densities. A decrease in r leads to a fur-
ther decrease of the overall population increasing then the
possibility of demographic extinction. For this reason, nega-
tive plasticity works only when r is above a certain value. A
similar argument applies when considering negative plasticity
with small N (Fig. SX). Finally, note also that a population
of negative plastic producers presents always a minimal –and
relatively constant– social diversity (P s and nP s, independent
of the presence of cheaters) as opposed to the drastic changes
experienced in the positive plasticity scenario (Fig. 4D).
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Fig. 4. Positive and negative plasticity. (A) Positively plastic producers as P
quickly react to the presence of cheaters by switching to nP . This reduces cheater
invasion and leads to a coexistence of (plastic) P and nP phenotypes that ultimately
promotes an allP population (B). Note that shading in (A-B) denotes ratio of allP
groups. (C) Negatively plastic producers lead to a low population regime enriched by
plastic nP which in turn limits cheaters invasion. (D) Positive plasticity transiently
modifies the frequency of P among groups (as measured by the inter-group variance)
to control cheaters as opposed to the relatively constant variance observed in a pop-
ulation of negative plastic producers. Parameters and color code as before; see text
for further details.
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(compared to the one used in Fig. SX) and in Fig. SX where
we consider larger N (compared to the one used in Fig. SX).
As we can observe, a decrease of r or an increase in N leads to
a general increase of the number and duration of critical cas-
cades, and an overall increment of extinctions. More complex
strategies are therefore required in these regimes, strategies
that will make explicit use of phenotypic plasticity.

Plastic Cooperation Favors Sustainable Growth. Intuitively,
the problems observed before are caused by the di!culty to
increase the frequency of nP s in the population without caus-
ing big cascades towards extinction. We show now that there
are opportune plastic strategies that can solve this limitation
in two di"erent ways, depending on the values of the public
good e!ciency r and the size of the group N .

Positive Plasticity Works for Small Groups and Low
E!ciency

A positive plastic producer switches to an nP state as soon
as few cheaters emerge in its local group. This formally cor-
responds to plastic producers characterized by small p> but
large p<; the high sensitivity to cheaters additionally defined
by selecting a large ! (Fig. 1A). As a consequence, the ap-
pearence of cheaters in a population constituted by this class
of producers immediately diminishes relative abundance of P
in each group, which biases phenotypic transitions to nP due
to the use of p< (Fig. 4A, see also Fig. SX). This brings a
fast decrease of the probability of replication for the P s but
also for the initial cheaters, which are immediately expelled
(Fig. SX). The presence of plastic individuals as nP s also
contributes to the decrease in population density.

However, as the number of individuals declines, the num-
ber of groups formed by the remanent P s increases, i.e., plastic
producers are more commonly found in groups with only P s
(shading in Fig. 4A-B). This increases again inter-group
variance making the Simpson’s paradox active once more
(Fig. 4.D), which raises the probability of replication (of P s)
and decreases their change to the nP state (agents are now
using p> which limits the transition to nP ). The combined
process ultimately stops the unlimited creation of nP s ob-
served initially, and promotes an equilibrium between P s and
nP s. At the end, the population becomes composed by all
P s; an absorbing state of the system (Fig. 4B; this transition
is favoured by an increment in density that promotes groups
of only P s with higher chance of replication). Once the pop-
ulation is uniquely constituted by P s, if no cheater arrives, it
remains as such.

If N is relatively larger then the above mechanism could
fail. While the reaction to cheater invation is similar in this
situation, causing accordingly low density populations, the
enrichment of allsP groups is delayed. Only when the popu-
lation is very reduced the number of groups of only P s appear.
However, in this case there is an high chance that the few re-
maining individuals are unable to replicate and are removed
by the random deletion, leading to the extinction of the popu-
lation (demographic stochasticity as before). These collapses
are not avoided with a relative increase of r. A di"erent strat-
egy can be implemented however in such contexts of relatively
high r and large N : negative plasticity.

Negative Plasticity Works for Large Groups and High
E!ciency

A negative plastic producer usually presents a nP state un-
less very few P s are available in its local group [a sort of least
e"ort strategy (10)]. This is formally described by a large p>
and small values of both p< and ! (Fig. 1A) which implies
that a population of negative plastic producers is constantly
at low density independently of the presence of cheaters.

Such low-density dynamic equilibrium can be mantained
because most P s become nP s in the groups where their rela-
tive abundance is above the (low) threshold !, while all nP s
become P s in groups where the relative abundance of produc-
ers goes below ! (this avoids population collapse, Fig. 4.C).
When cheaters appear (by mutation) this increases those
groups with relative abundance of P s below !. As reaction
agents as nP become P and cheater probability of replication
becomes high but only for a very short time, the time in which
groups of P s start switching back to nP , and this avoid their
spreading: the few initial cheaters are immediately removed
from the population.

Negative plasticity uses the fact that a large frequency of
nP s leads to low densities. A decrease in r leads to a fur-
ther decrease of the overall population increasing then the
possibility of demographic extinction. For this reason, nega-
tive plasticity works only when r is above a certain value. A
similar argument applies when considering negative plasticity
with small N (Fig. SX). Finally, note also that a population
of negative plastic producers presents always a minimal –and
relatively constant– social diversity (P s and nP s, independent
of the presence of cheaters) as opposed to the drastic changes
experienced in the positive plasticity scenario (Fig. 4D).
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Fig. 4. Positive and negative plasticity. (A) Positively plastic producers as P
quickly react to the presence of cheaters by switching to nP . This reduces cheater
invasion and leads to a coexistence of (plastic) P and nP phenotypes that ultimately
promotes an allP population (B). Note that shading in (A-B) denotes ratio of allP
groups. (C) Negatively plastic producers lead to a low population regime enriched by
plastic nP which in turn limits cheaters invasion. (D) Positive plasticity transiently
modifies the frequency of P among groups (as measured by the inter-group variance)
to control cheaters as opposed to the relatively constant variance observed in a pop-
ulation of negative plastic producers. Parameters and color code as before; see text
for further details.
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(compared to the one used in Fig. SX) and in Fig. SX where
we consider larger N (compared to the one used in Fig. SX).
As we can observe, a decrease of r or an increase in N leads to
a general increase of the number and duration of critical cas-
cades, and an overall increment of extinctions. More complex
strategies are therefore required in these regimes, strategies
that will make explicit use of phenotypic plasticity.

Plastic Cooperation Favors Sustainable Growth. Intuitively,
the problems observed before are caused by the di!culty to
increase the frequency of nP s in the population without caus-
ing big cascades towards extinction. We show now that there
are opportune plastic strategies that can solve this limitation
in two di"erent ways, depending on the values of the public
good e!ciency r and the size of the group N .

Positive Plasticity Works for Small Groups and Low
E!ciency

A positive plastic producer switches to an nP state as soon
as few cheaters emerge in its local group. This formally cor-
responds to plastic producers characterized by small p> but
large p<; the high sensitivity to cheaters additionally defined
by selecting a large ! (Fig. 1A). As a consequence, the ap-
pearence of cheaters in a population constituted by this class
of producers immediately diminishes relative abundance of P
in each group, which biases phenotypic transitions to nP due
to the use of p< (Fig. 4A, see also Fig. SX). This brings a
fast decrease of the probability of replication for the P s but
also for the initial cheaters, which are immediately expelled
(Fig. SX). The presence of plastic individuals as nP s also
contributes to the decrease in population density.

However, as the number of individuals declines, the num-
ber of groups formed by the remanent P s increases, i.e., plastic
producers are more commonly found in groups with only P s
(shading in Fig. 4A-B). This increases again inter-group
variance making the Simpson’s paradox active once more
(Fig. 4.D), which raises the probability of replication (of P s)
and decreases their change to the nP state (agents are now
using p> which limits the transition to nP ). The combined
process ultimately stops the unlimited creation of nP s ob-
served initially, and promotes an equilibrium between P s and
nP s. At the end, the population becomes composed by all
P s; an absorbing state of the system (Fig. 4B; this transition
is favoured by an increment in density that promotes groups
of only P s with higher chance of replication). Once the pop-
ulation is uniquely constituted by P s, if no cheater arrives, it
remains as such.

If N is relatively larger then the above mechanism could
fail. While the reaction to cheater invation is similar in this
situation, causing accordingly low density populations, the
enrichment of allsP groups is delayed. Only when the popu-
lation is very reduced the number of groups of only P s appear.
However, in this case there is an high chance that the few re-
maining individuals are unable to replicate and are removed
by the random deletion, leading to the extinction of the popu-
lation (demographic stochasticity as before). These collapses
are not avoided with a relative increase of r. A di"erent strat-
egy can be implemented however in such contexts of relatively
high r and large N : negative plasticity.

Negative Plasticity Works for Large Groups and High
E!ciency

A negative plastic producer usually presents a nP state un-
less very few P s are available in its local group [a sort of least
e"ort strategy (10)]. This is formally described by a large p>
and small values of both p< and ! (Fig. 1A) which implies
that a population of negative plastic producers is constantly
at low density independently of the presence of cheaters.

Such low-density dynamic equilibrium can be mantained
because most P s become nP s in the groups where their rela-
tive abundance is above the (low) threshold !, while all nP s
become P s in groups where the relative abundance of produc-
ers goes below ! (this avoids population collapse, Fig. 4.C).
When cheaters appear (by mutation) this increases those
groups with relative abundance of P s below !. As reaction
agents as nP become P and cheater probability of replication
becomes high but only for a very short time, the time in which
groups of P s start switching back to nP , and this avoid their
spreading: the few initial cheaters are immediately removed
from the population.

Negative plasticity uses the fact that a large frequency of
nP s leads to low densities. A decrease in r leads to a fur-
ther decrease of the overall population increasing then the
possibility of demographic extinction. For this reason, nega-
tive plasticity works only when r is above a certain value. A
similar argument applies when considering negative plasticity
with small N (Fig. SX). Finally, note also that a population
of negative plastic producers presents always a minimal –and
relatively constant– social diversity (P s and nP s, independent
of the presence of cheaters) as opposed to the drastic changes
experienced in the positive plasticity scenario (Fig. 4D).
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Fig. 4. Positive and negative plasticity. (A) Positively plastic producers as P
quickly react to the presence of cheaters by switching to nP . This reduces cheater
invasion and leads to a coexistence of (plastic) P and nP phenotypes that ultimately
promotes an allP population (B). Note that shading in (A-B) denotes ratio of allP
groups. (C) Negatively plastic producers lead to a low population regime enriched by
plastic nP which in turn limits cheaters invasion. (D) Positive plasticity transiently
modifies the frequency of P among groups (as measured by the inter-group variance)
to control cheaters as opposed to the relatively constant variance observed in a pop-
ulation of negative plastic producers. Parameters and color code as before; see text
for further details.
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Negative PLASTICITY



Positive PLASTICITY 
small groups,
small efficiency
very reactive response

Negative PLASTICITY
big groups,
high efficiency
minimal diversity

(compared to the one used in Fig. SX) and in Fig. SX where
we consider larger N (compared to the one used in Fig. SX).
As we can observe, a decrease of r or an increase in N leads to
a general increase of the number and duration of critical cas-
cades, and an overall increment of extinctions. More complex
strategies are therefore required in these regimes, strategies
that will make explicit use of phenotypic plasticity.

Plastic Cooperation Favors Sustainable Growth. Intuitively,
the problems observed before are caused by the di!culty to
increase the frequency of nP s in the population without caus-
ing big cascades towards extinction. We show now that there
are opportune plastic strategies that can solve this limitation
in two di"erent ways, depending on the values of the public
good e!ciency r and the size of the group N .

Positive Plasticity Works for Small Groups and Low
E!ciency

A positive plastic producer switches to an nP state as soon
as few cheaters emerge in its local group. This formally cor-
responds to plastic producers characterized by small p> but
large p<; the high sensitivity to cheaters additionally defined
by selecting a large ! (Fig. 1A). As a consequence, the ap-
pearence of cheaters in a population constituted by this class
of producers immediately diminishes relative abundance of P
in each group, which biases phenotypic transitions to nP due
to the use of p< (Fig. 4A, see also Fig. SX). This brings a
fast decrease of the probability of replication for the P s but
also for the initial cheaters, which are immediately expelled
(Fig. SX). The presence of plastic individuals as nP s also
contributes to the decrease in population density.

However, as the number of individuals declines, the num-
ber of groups formed by the remanent P s increases, i.e., plastic
producers are more commonly found in groups with only P s
(shading in Fig. 4A-B). This increases again inter-group
variance making the Simpson’s paradox active once more
(Fig. 4.D), which raises the probability of replication (of P s)
and decreases their change to the nP state (agents are now
using p> which limits the transition to nP ). The combined
process ultimately stops the unlimited creation of nP s ob-
served initially, and promotes an equilibrium between P s and
nP s. At the end, the population becomes composed by all
P s; an absorbing state of the system (Fig. 4B; this transition
is favoured by an increment in density that promotes groups
of only P s with higher chance of replication). Once the pop-
ulation is uniquely constituted by P s, if no cheater arrives, it
remains as such.

If N is relatively larger then the above mechanism could
fail. While the reaction to cheater invation is similar in this
situation, causing accordingly low density populations, the
enrichment of allsP groups is delayed. Only when the popu-
lation is very reduced the number of groups of only P s appear.
However, in this case there is an high chance that the few re-
maining individuals are unable to replicate and are removed
by the random deletion, leading to the extinction of the popu-
lation (demographic stochasticity as before). These collapses
are not avoided with a relative increase of r. A di"erent strat-
egy can be implemented however in such contexts of relatively
high r and large N : negative plasticity.

Negative Plasticity Works for Large Groups and High
E!ciency

A negative plastic producer usually presents a nP state un-
less very few P s are available in its local group [a sort of least
e"ort strategy (10)]. This is formally described by a large p>
and small values of both p< and ! (Fig. 1A) which implies
that a population of negative plastic producers is constantly
at low density independently of the presence of cheaters.

Such low-density dynamic equilibrium can be mantained
because most P s become nP s in the groups where their rela-
tive abundance is above the (low) threshold !, while all nP s
become P s in groups where the relative abundance of produc-
ers goes below ! (this avoids population collapse, Fig. 4.C).
When cheaters appear (by mutation) this increases those
groups with relative abundance of P s below !. As reaction
agents as nP become P and cheater probability of replication
becomes high but only for a very short time, the time in which
groups of P s start switching back to nP , and this avoid their
spreading: the few initial cheaters are immediately removed
from the population.

Negative plasticity uses the fact that a large frequency of
nP s leads to low densities. A decrease in r leads to a fur-
ther decrease of the overall population increasing then the
possibility of demographic extinction. For this reason, nega-
tive plasticity works only when r is above a certain value. A
similar argument applies when considering negative plasticity
with small N (Fig. SX). Finally, note also that a population
of negative plastic producers presents always a minimal –and
relatively constant– social diversity (P s and nP s, independent
of the presence of cheaters) as opposed to the drastic changes
experienced in the positive plasticity scenario (Fig. 4D).
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Fig. 4. Positive and negative plasticity. (A) Positively plastic producers as P
quickly react to the presence of cheaters by switching to nP . This reduces cheater
invasion and leads to a coexistence of (plastic) P and nP phenotypes that ultimately
promotes an allP population (B). Note that shading in (A-B) denotes ratio of allP
groups. (C) Negatively plastic producers lead to a low population regime enriched by
plastic nP which in turn limits cheaters invasion. (D) Positive plasticity transiently
modifies the frequency of P among groups (as measured by the inter-group variance)
to control cheaters as opposed to the relatively constant variance observed in a pop-
ulation of negative plastic producers. Parameters and color code as before; see text
for further details.
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